The only cloud native MDM solution for AWS

Leverage the flexibility and scalability of AWS to overcome your toughest data challenges
Driving Business Outcomes at Scale with Tamr and AWS

Integrating new data sets in two
weeks instead of six months,
providing customers with higher
quality data faster.

Creating golden records by
combining buyer information
from dealerships in more than
European 30 countries,
improving sales opportunities.

Unifying product sales data
from distributors, leading to
greater insight on consumer
buying habits and increased
product sales.

Unifying air traveler data
for more efficient passenger
screenings and improved
security.

Supporting Your Migration to the Cloud

Durable MDM Migrations
to the Cloud

Improved Scalability with
Cloud-Native Capabilities

Lower Cost of Ownership
for Data Mastering

Tamr’s team makes the migration of data mastering to the cloud durable, cost-effective, and timely. Migrating on-premise data mastering
workflows (e.g., MDM deployments) to Tamr’s cloud-native data mastering platform with AWS ensures that organizations can integrate
up-to-date complete data seamlessly with new or existing pipelines and scale effectively as needed.

Organizations can save nearly $400,000
annually on hosting costs by leveraging
Tamr’s cloud-native capabilities.

Mastered Data—Scaled for Modern Data Management
Tamr’s architecture leverages AWS’s cloud-native capabilities for large-scale compute and processing, elastic search, and
metadata management.
Compatible with AWS services such as Amazon RDS, and Amazon EMR, Tamr customers can scale modern data pipeline performance while
controlling costs. Tamr has achieved Advanced Technology Partner status in the AWS Partner Network as well as AWS Machine Learning
Competency status, providing organizations with the highest confidence in Tamr’s capabilities when deployed on AWS.
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Learn more at tamr.com

